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Where to put what on your altar 
 
It’s entirely up to you, but there’s some etiquette that can be observed and it’s 
arguably a way to increase the energy of your altar and your intentions. Try 
changing your Icon, focus of your altar, seasonally, for the Moon, equinox etc. 
Use items with correspondences to the energy you’re working with, all things 
Aries for the new Moon in Aries for example.  
 
By following the four quarters, Air, Fire, Water and Earth you have some order. 
Once done you can use precious items, crystals, flowers, seashells, pretty much 
whatever you want!  
 
This is only meant as a guide, not a must do! The same is true for the starting a 
temple or grander meditation. You don’t have to use the qabalistic cross, it’s 
what I use so I am sharing that. You could say the Lord’s Prayer, the Celtic 
Grace, your own words, do what feels right for you. The reason we put up 
protection is to contain your own energy, for you, to be used by you. Nobody 
can ‘take’ your energy, it has to be given. Always worth remembering!  
 
One more word of caution. The energy increase in your meditation can be 
dramatic when you first start doing work this way. It can sometimes make you 
tired, remember you’re using your own energy, so make sure you have time 
rest after doing any great work.  
 
One more one more word! If you get it ‘wrong’ don’t worry, it’s okay to make a 
mistake and nobody is giving you points off, intention is everything.  
 
A quick recap of directions.  
 
East – Air, athame, Raphael, thoughts and communication, the mind.  
 
South – Fire, wand, Michael, passion, energy creativity and forcefulness.  
 
West – Water, cup, Gabriel, emotions, intuition, persistence, family and love. 
 
North – Earth, disk, Uriel, health, money, the planet earth, practical matters.  
 
Have a bell on the altar to ring before you begin and when you end.  



On your altar 
 

 
 
 
 
Don’t forget to read how to end the ritual, it’s important to release the energy 
you’ve built up!  





 

 
 


